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Introduction ...
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m1xtu:e~~e~s;; =~~1~~~e(~)~na:.°t:.mabJ.e
limits of a-hexane -have .been repoi"te~.t1 .e. In o~r to. evaluate the mixture
as an extinguishing ~~nt its effectiveness has' been oompared wi'th that of
ohlorobromomethane in extinction t~s on petrol.. fires.

•

The properties of ohlorobromomethane ,and of the oonstituents of the
mixture' are given in Table 1. ExCept for its peak value, no information was
available for the mixture..
.

Table 1 '
The P~ies

of ahlorobromomet1'ul.ne, difluoroohlorobromomethane, and

.

diflu.oim.!'fiI#qOfAetlwie
.

.

ChJ.orobromometha.ne DifluomohlorobromoCH
2) .
met~
2

mBr<

-\:...~ ~'

Dif.'luorodibromomethanE

,CFi'IBrl.2)

•• 1

CFZSr2 (2)

I

. 68.7

Boiling point OC
'. Vapo~r. 'pressure
mm.Hg/15~

24-.5

11.5

: . Denaity (liq) gm/co
Peak value with n-hexane
per cent vol.~
Peak vaJ.ue with n-hezane
r cent vol. of. m:i.Jcture

1.93
6.4 ( 1 )

. -:,

1550
1.83

5.43

5.2 (1)

3.55 (1)

r

ExperimentaJ.
..

..

.

..

The fire was two· litres of petrol burning

2 028

.. .

_.

in a steel

travr 46

/

~

~

..

ca, diameter

and was given 15 seconds prebunl before applying .~he ag~nt •. '
The agents were applied' through

a.

~y ..oPera.ted applic:a1;or. oar.rying

a pair of No.- 1 B1:'a\y: gas burn~rs ~ed 1;~ p~duoe a semf.,o:irauJ.ar fiat sp~.

;

•r

)

The vessel oontaining the liquid was pressurized to 20 lb/in2 v1ith nitrogen.
This gave a no~zle presSlre of 8 lb/in2 w:ith chlorobromometha..tut and. 10 lb/:in2
with dif'luorochJ.orobromomet~emixture. Because ot'its low boiling point
the mixture was cooled to -1 oOC and the pressure vessel was stood. in a freezing
mixture so that the agent was disc~ed ~. a liquid o
The manuaJ. application ~ adopted after preliminary' tria..la with nozZles
fixed round: the fire'-had shovm that experiments to design suitabl.e apparatus
to give reproducible results would require more agent than was available •
The results of the trials are given in Table 2 0

t

-2Table, 2

...
Nozzl-e pressUre lb/:tn2
Delivery rate

.

Chlorobromomethane

Dif'luoroohlorobromomethane
10 .

.

a,

m1/seo

12.8

gm/seo

24.8

7.5
.

,

-

.. 13.8

"
Extinction
time'
.aen,
r

•

Test No.

Extinction AmOunt used
··wt.
Vol
t:iJ:ne
gm.
seo.
ml.

9.5

7.0

4.5
5.5

gm.

ml.

310H
145
118
80

16~

•

I

.-

·1
2
3
4-

f
AmOuzrl; used
VoJ.
Wt.

236
173
'112

136

122

22.5-

90

10.5

58
71

8.6

.5.8

79
. 65

44-

.,

J! 'Fire

not extinguished.
.

'

• •

•

~

•

>

••

Whenei ther of the agents was applied $I . the f'~ ~ swept quick4r from·· •
the sur:f'ace of the trB3 bl;1t flames pe:r;si~~.d beyond. ;t, a.n.9-, until. the technique
of application had been acquired, attempts to e:;tinguish these allowed the flames"
to flash back to the tray. There is thus a m.in:i.mum time of extinotion, and this
has been noticed in other tri.a1.s of this ~ture.

The minimum 'time of extinction dePends upon the. size of. the fire, the ease
with which the applicator can be ha.r!dled, and.wind. oonditions. The' results
with ohlorobromomethane' indicate that the technique ~ being acquired during
tests 1 and 2, ~ that tests 3 and 4 represen~ the best times obtainable.
This appears to be appro:d.ma.t.ely '5 seconds. Because the physical properties .
of the two agents are different, the teolmiques required were different and
test 4- with difluorochlorobromomethane nii.xture is conSidered to approximate to
the minimum time with that agent.
1

Therefore, compa.ring the best results, the ~:i:nction times are similar
less dif'luorochl.oroprom6ine:thane than ch1orobromo-_
methane.'
. '

..... _ .

~ --aIthough,extinction re~

t
#

\

...

~

~

~

""

The' quantity of material. avai1a.ble.was not, sufficient for' a series
of tests oomprehensive enough for a complete evaluation, but the resuJ.ts
shOw that the di.fluoroob1.orobromomethane mixture is 4. promising exti.ngui.shing
agent and that it is probably more effiCient than O~9:robromomethane.
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FIRE RESEARCH m THE UNITED KlNGOOM

•
by
D. 1. Lawson, M.Sc., M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P.*

"mTRODUCTION
When I ';'lB.S aakedto speak about fire research in the United Kingdom,
there seemed 'to be little point in trying to give a detailed picture
of current work, rather it would be more useful 'to describe the development
of fire 'research and to try to forecast the direction that sho~Ld be taken in
the 'future.
'
, '
, There .are gathered here today a great numb~ of people connected in one way
or another with the building industry and it is appropriate, therefore, that most
of ,what is, s,p.d should concern f;,res in relation' to buildings.
Indeed, ,as
b1.!ildi,ngs aceourrt for about half of our capital investment and 'Jne-fifth of the
'natior.w.l income, a stUdy of' fires in buildings inust be an important factor in any
fire research,pro~amme., '

GROWTH

OF FIRE RESEARCH m ,THE, UNITED, KmGDOM " ,

:,

"

I
','1'he 'first systematic enquiry into fire proteotion in the P.nited Kingd';m ,
took' place' about sixty years ago following a particularly disastrous fire. dUring
1897," in, Cripplegate, a district of London. At that time Edwin O. Sachs, an
architect of only 27 years of age, gathered together a number of influential
, people. to study how to protect life and property from, fire and formed the
Britillh Fire Prevention Canmittee.,' A fire testing station, a reading room and
a reference library were started and six years later with Sachs as its Chairman,
the Committee convened the,First ,International Fire Congress which was attended
by over,800 members. During the first seven years of its existence, the British
Fire 'Prevention Committee conducj.ed 79 fire-resistance tests and tests on fire
equ{pnent 'and issued 57 publications of test results and 22 other publications
;dealing' with fire prevention and' vi'sits to firel1. In. 1919 at the age of only
:49~' ·this r~arkable man, Edwin Sachs; 'died and after his death the Br~tish..Fire
Prevention'Canmittee·on'which he had spent so much Of. his energy and private
for'twle, lapsedJ
By that time they had issued' over 200 publications or "Red
Books" as they came to be known"dealing with fire preyention EiIld after the
CanmiUee had disbended a further 46 books in this series were published from
public funds.
,
,

"

The Insurance Companies had of course always been interested in reducing
fire loss and in fact at one tinie operated the Fire Brigades. Nearly one
hundr-ed ye~s ago, in 1868, en association of Insurance Compenie s was constituted
as the Fir,e Offioes' Canmittee for the purpose of transacting business and fixing
insurance rates appropriate to risks. As time went on, the aase asmenb of risks
naturally involved a certain emountof. teclmical i,nvestigation and therefore a
'Station'was opened in Menchester in.1905 for the purpose of testing sprihklers
'and other e'xtinguisbing appar-atus and later, the Fire Offices' Committee erected
a furnace, for testing fire-resisting doors and shutters. 'As the work increased
during the following quarter of a century, a 'new Te sting Station had to be built.
This WBs ..opened in 1935 at Boreham. Wood, sane 14 miles north of London and
contained, three large rumace s in use at, the pre sent. day, 'for te'sting walls;
column's and floors in addition to laboratories where sprinklers and otherextinguishing app8ratus coul.d be examined. ~ileth$l Fire Off:Lces I Canmittee' s
own staff Were responsible for. tests on sprinklers and .fire alarins, the new,
furnace equipnent was operated by the staff .of the Department of Soientific
;- ' .

,K

Director, Department' of Scientific and Industrial Research and Fire Offices'
Committee Joint Fire Research,?rganization.

,

,

: J'.

'

...

"

•

-2- ,
and Industrial Research Building Research Station working to a programme
devised jointly by the Department of Soientific andInd~strial Research
and the Fire Offices' Committee.
In 1936, a Government Committee was set up under the Chairmanship
of Lord Riverdale to enquire into the working of the Fire Services in the
United Kingdan and one of its recommendations was that the Government should
carry out research on:fire protection. This recommendation was due to be
implemented on'the 1st September, 1939, two da;ys before war on Gennany was
declared and so the question of starting a Fire Researcn Station had to be
shelved f~,the time being•
." ..
'During"the 'war it became rapidly apparent that the damage by' fire was
many times t~a,t due to high explosives and very soon fire research
programmes were started under the MiDistry of Home Security'at the Building
Research Station, the Forest Products Research Laboratory and thfl Road
Research Laboratory and also in Universities to discover how the' ilew
problems of fire spread and the extinction of fires coui~ be solved.
As the war drew to a close, discussions again took place on the
establishment of a Station to carry out research into fire protection. '
By this time the Fire Offices' Committee were themselves also considering
the starting of a Fire Research, as distinct 'from a Fire Testing, Station
and it was finally agreed that both they and the Department of Scientific
and, Industrial Research should join together in an equal partnership.
So in 1946, the Joint Fire Research Organization was formed with Mr. S, H.
Clarke appointed as its first Director in 1947.

'

,

..

.

The majority of the buildings at present occupied by the Organization
were originally,laid down in,1935 by the Fire Offi:ces'Committee.' During
the present year anew Models Laboratory, 150 ft x 50 ft x 40 ft, has been
added for the study of the growth and extinction of fire under controlled
conditions and next year this Laboratory will be equipped with fans producing
wind velocities up to 30 m.p.h. over a section 15 ft x 10 ft x 10 ft; Within
the next two years a pennanent Station will be built bringing the total cost
of thil permanent buildings to' about £500,000. The present staff totals 120
and nearly half of them have professional qualifications.
The Joint Fire Research Organization is at present divided into five
sections:
,
(1)

Operational Research and Intelligence
This Section received reports in a standard form of every fire in
thE? United Kingdom which is attenaed by the Fire Brigades. The number
of ,these fires amounts to approximately ~20,OOO per annum and is about
equally divided between fires in buildings and fires in the' open, These
statistics fonn the background of all our knowledge of fires in practice
and enable ~esearch to be planned with the public needs in mind.
The statistics obtained in this way are not usually deta~led enough to
indicate remedial measures and for this purpose it is usually necessary
to carry out special surveys with the co-operation of sections of the
Fire Servioe.

-"

•

Current Surv8iYS of this kind are aimed at reducing fires from
electrioal causes,'estimating the optimum fire cover, and evaluating the
more general use of sprinklers and fire alanns in relation to fire 'loss.
(2)

Ignition and Growth of Fire
The ignition' of materials is common to all fire problems and a gOod
deal ,o,£.,attention has been devoted Ito th6 study in recent ye~s. It is
now possible to predict under what circumstances ignition will occur when
the ignition period is Short. When the heating is slow, as for example in

-,

, -3- ,
stored materials, the equations governing the process are in1:ractable except
for some simple configurations.

~"~'

, ' This Section is responsible for the investigation'into the growth of
fiX-e which will be dealt within more detail later.
I

~lding Materials and Structures

The wOrk 'of this Section concerns the testing of structures under fire
conditions'. During the twelve years since the formation of the Joint Fire'
Re sear-ch Organization, the testing work which is paid for by industry, has
increasl!d by a factor, of 12, and there is as, yet no sign Ofll levelling off.
Work blis been undertaken to measure the strength of concrete at high
temperatUres with a view to designing structures from first· principles which
will be' able to perform'their normal funotion for a given period in a fire.

"

This Section in 'conjunction with the Ignition and Growth of Fire
Section iii studying the fire spread over the faoade of'multi:~'storey
buildings, and how it is affected by :;the siz~ of window operrlng s, balconies,
curtain 'walls and combustible' claddings on the exteriors of ·the building3.

'~. '

~mistrY and
,

;

~

"

'

Chemical 'Engineering

,

" The work here is mainly directed towards studying' the f:i.re problems
associated with industrial processes. MaDy industries are' concerned with
solvent removal and it is therefore neoessary to transmit flammable v~ours'
to' r~coverY plant and metf0ds, hav~ to be found to do this with safety"Vii;fch
inv'olves the study of devices' for name' suppression and 'explosion reliefs.
Similarprobl:ems ocour in the case of the dusts produoed inoiltting, milling
and in spray drying and the,sa are also being investigated.
'

."

ExtingUishing Materials and Equipment
:' Water is the most important fire-fighting agent and most ~ of the w~rk
of ' this Seotion is therefore concer-ned with its use in'the fom of sprays,
jets:and foam~
Work is also,being oarried out on the 'evaluation of more','
'sp~ioiliJ.ized extinguishing agents, suoh as dry poWder and the halogenated '
hydrooarbons. Reoently measurements have been made of'the'lIlovements of hot
gases during the early period of building fires with a'view to obtaining
some idea of the' spacing patt~n necessary for fire deteotors' and automatio
sprinkler h e a d s , "
. '
" ,
~il: ~di tion 'to theresearoh programmes actually oarried out at the Fire.
Researoh Station 'certalll projeots,: notably those involving basic'studies of':
combustion, have been plaoed with Universities and, it will be the'intention~ '
in the J"Uture, to extend this oo-o];>era.Uon on the more basic, problems of fire
research; It has also been found expedient to plaoe research oontraots with
other' Goveminent Departments; thus some of the. large-SCale, ,work on industrial
explosions and explosion 'venting is being dealt wi th by the Safety in Mines
Research Establishment because of the unique faoili ties they possess. I
•".

'

I

FIRES, IN BUILDINGS
FIRE RE(IDLATICNS AND TESTING
, _ ,Having outlined the growth of ·fire researoh in the United 'Kingdom up' to
tiie'pre:sent, I should like to deal' now more spebificallywith its applioation
to'buildings.
Nearly everyone is' familiar with the Great Fire of London but
there were many disas,trous fires prior to this and each one broug,ht its, own
quota of building regiilations. The present requirements for fire-resistanoe
in building!? in the United Kingdom',' and" indeed' in many ,other countries, are
based 011 the noor area of the building and on the weight of coml;,ustible material
per uni't area. The- :fire-resistance tests in all oountries simulate, in e.
'qualita~ive wei; the fire oonditions in buildings.
The tests relating the

",
","
"
I••
,••

......

':

coz:tribution of wall linings to the growth of fire in bUildings 'in general,
require materials to be subjected to heating by radiation and the acceptance
limits are based
on experience.
, •...
.
'

It is 'of course important that there should be standards for the ,
performance of building materials and structures in fire, for.it is 'only
in this way that codes can be drafted without reference to materials 'and
structures. which have proved satisfactory in the past.

-,

While the setting up of even arbitrary tests is a valuable first step,
it has obvious limitations, for any procedure based on tradition is not'
usually the best when new'materials and changing conditions are involved.
Where information is lacking, the tendency is to fix conservative limits
and this is wasteful particularly in buildings in which over £1,000 m, is'
invested annually. Clearly i t is necesaary to know something of the develop- "
ment of a fire and this depends on a number of factors: size and shape of
building; degree of ventilation; amount, nature and dispersal of fuel; and
of course the wind velocity.
A little thought will show that the scientist workingiri this field is up
against some rather fannidable problems. First of all, to sS3 that no two
fires 'are eicactly alike savours of the kind of understatement of which the
British are reputedly so fond. The scientist usually meets a challenge of
this kind ~y carrying out a large number of experiments and resorting to
statistical methods.
Experiments involving fires in full-scale buildings
cost. money, md by the' time all the variables have been explored the cost
of the, cure may .rell be more t,han that of the ill.
~

.....

I'

•

-;

What'of the 50,000 or so fires occurring annually in buildings,' these
of cour-se, .occue sporadically and so the scientist has no hope of taking
-measuremense and although a number stay overnigM at fire stations, their
. chance of seeing many fires of importance is still very small. The sciE;ntist
" ,'is mainly depend~nt' on the reports from the Fire Brigades for his knowledge
of fires in practice. These r-epor-ss form the basis of all our statistioal
knowledge about fire and are t;.ue starting point of many valuable operational
surveys. Taken alone;.!iowever, they are not suitable for a scientific etlquiry
fri1io fire problems. The, reports are made by firemen whose first duty is to
el:tinguish the.fire, of't en working under conditions of sane personal risk.
They have been yn-itten after the fire and' there is a different reporter for
each fire depending on the locality in which it occurred. Too many variables,
no measurements at real fires, reports fran observers otherwise occupied,
obviously some additional approach must be found.

USE OF MODELS
The ideal solution, of cOur,se, is tq bring the fires into the laboratory,
control the conditions as far, as possib+e, and study the variables one by one.
The results of the laboratory ~rlC: msi ..~hen be compared with the practical
experience of the Fire Brigad~r{ t,o 'chegk that no significant factors 'have
been overlooked in the laboratory,.e~eriments. In order to do this it is
necessary to devise a valid m9q~r~~chnique.
In a well organized subjeot it is possible to write down the differential
equat~ons and bo~ary conditions governing any,process and from these, at
'least in theory, to construct a model. . I Whether
or not it will bera model of
.. .
. .
practical utility 'will depend on the cCJ!lpromises that have to be made for a
reduction in scale. A fire is such a !Jomplex, happening that a solution which
is soientifioally tidy is quite impr~tioll~leo 'It is only possible 'to'
construct a graded series of simple small-scale replicas and to carry 'out
experiments measuring the rate of burning. It is necessary then to account
far the heat loss in terms of radiation, conduction and convection, choosing
the transfer mechanism which appears to, most important in determining the'
heat balance. In. this rather Untidy
wi.:i~
which is a mixture of empiricism
.
r .
and theoretical opportunism, seme progress may be made.

"t.

:l
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Stages in Growth of Fire
..
.
Some years ago a rnunber of experiments were made at the FiI'l3 Research
Station by HiI'd. ana Simms, on fires in a graded series of model rooms having
a square floor plan with different amounts of combustible materi.91 unifonnJ,y
distributed ana different degrees of ventilation.
u .

•

The results of the experiments showed. that in addition to the amount of
combustible per unit area the d.egree of velltila,tion was also important. this JoS
a faotor neglected by fire regulations. It appeared from the time,:,temperatU1'le
curves of these fires that the course of the fire could be divided into three
perioiL,;: a period of growth in which· the temperature rose.steaaily until the
enclosure was fully enveloped ..in fire; a second period in which the temperatU1'le
rose at a Lower- rate until a maximum was attained; ana a periocl of decay during
which the temperature steadily fell back to the ambient temperature again.
The first period, which extended up to the. point where the· compartment was
flilly enveloped in flame, is important from the point of view of. escape ana is
moreover the rate of'd.evelopment which governs the size of fire facing the Brigade
when it arrives. The d.evelopment in this period will also affeot the amount of
fire damage to stored materials. The second ana third. periods largely oontrol
the damage to the snructure ,

.,

These experiments were not able to show the factors which controlled the
. first period, but it seems reasonable to suppose that the specific surface of
the combustible would be the most important factor: t1}e amount of oombustible
per unit area should not affect the development of the fire as this would not
have become a limiting factor in this period. The ventilation within fairly
wide limits would·also be unimportant as it was only necessary to fill the
eno'losure with a flammable mixture of gases for the room to' be involved
completely in flame. The other factor· likely to affect the results would be
the mode of ignition, that is whether the fire was started at one, two or a
number of points ana this would require careful standardization in arv
investigation.
The second period appeared to be oontrolled by both the amount of
combustible per unit area (fire load) ana the ventilation. This period was
roughly proportional to the fire load ana inversely proportional to the . .
ventilation (expressed as a fraction of· the wall area). For a:rW ventilation
above 25 per cent (one wall removed) the effect of ventilation for any given
fire load was comparatively urdmpor-tarrt and the combustion was controlled by
the supply of fuel. On the other hand, for a low ventilation (less than about
5 per cent) the combustion seemed to be controlled by the air ~lUpply rather than
by the supply of fuel.
'
.
. ~'-=The rate of cooling in the third. period appeared to ~t5e- unifonnJ,y with
the fire load ana seemed to be affected to a less extent by the d.egree of
ventilation.

o.

The teaperature inside the enclosure appeared to vaJ:y with the d.egree of
ventilation of the fire ana as might be expected, the bemperabure was lower both
for small. ana large ventilations th8.n for intermediate ventila'(;ions of from .
10 - 20 per cent. The bempera'ture was also influenced by the :3ize of compartment ana varied according to some power lower than the square :root of the linear
dimensions. The effect of scale became less apparent as the degree of ventilation
was increased.
.
The preceding results illustrate in a rather qualitative yray the kind of
f'actors likely to be important in controlling combustion in a :particular kind of
enclosure v •

..
!Ls..!!. oI'

Cri~

. Quite rec';lnt1-Y a :f'urther series of experiments on -burning cribs have
beer! caXrled out by Thomas and Webster, this time in cubical enclosures
with one siCle removed, These have been designed to ~estigate the rate
of burning and how it is af'f'ent ed 'by such footors as the linear dimensiOns
. of the box, and. the siz-e. amount and pa.cking of fuel.

,

In this series of experiments three sizes of cube have been considered:
1" .3 ana. 9 ft, with fuel sections of -1. t and i in., fuel spacings of 1 : 1•
.1 : 2 and '1 : 4 and fire loads of
5 and 10 lo/tt 2 •

2t.

Measurements have been made of the rates of oombustion by vreighing the
box contnnuoue'ly during the burning, of ·the height of the flames outside the
box and their duration, and of the temperature inside the box. The results
of these experiments are still being analyzed. but a few faotsalready seem
to .energe s
'1 •. The rate of burning is proportional to the free burning surface of the
vrood in the cribs irrespective of the size of the box,
2.

The flame height outside the box is proportional to the rate of
burning and therefore to the free burning surface of the wood,

3. The duration of the fire appears to be independent of the fire load
for a:rry given size of fueJ.. This vrould be a necessary consequence of.
the rate of burning be tng proportional to the free burning surface. In
the same vray the duration of the fire vrould be expected to be inversely
pr.?portional to the linear dimensions of the fuel.

4.

The closeness of the' packing of the fuel does not appear to affect the
rate of burning. p:rovided that the stloIyl'space ratio is greater than
about one..-third.

Of' course these experiments are onJ,y a beginning, but they have the
mer:i:i; _that the structure is simple and should give the best chance of making
theoretical guesses as to which are the .predomi:rul.nt factors affecting the
growth of fire. A large number of oJ.ocks of experiments must yet be carried
out to det.erndne the effect of vent:i1AM.on a.nd of the shape of the burning
structure in aadition to thl." footors already mentioned,

It vrill be seen that the task of estimating the part played by the
factors responsible for development of a fire is fonnidable, This is not so
much because the problem is likely to be difficult a.s _that it is complicated
and therefore a large amount of experimental vrork will be required. The
problem of using .models for studying fires is common to all countries, for
once the fire conditions that struotures have to endure can be 'Pecified with
some assurance, it will be possible for all courrcrdes to make an economic
examination of their present legislative requirements. - A :f'urther development of. the wor-k would be to examdne the extinction of fires using models.
This, besides permitting an evaluation of extinguishing agents, would enable
the strat.::8.Y of fire-fighting to be investigate-ao
INTERNATIONAL CO:,()!'ERATION

I stu.ried this talk by saying something about the development of fire
research in the United Kingdom. and how it began by the provision of standard
tests based on experience. The next step wi"'U come when the research Vlorker
is able to play a part in. design" when he is not having to take the world as
he finds it, bllt is able to shape it to take advantage of the discoveries he
has made. This implies a knowledge of the fundamental principles of the
field. and will involve much work in such a varied subject as fire research.
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-:-7The cOOlIllercial gain from fire research for any ccuntry will be small when
compared with the gain from other scientific end engineering pUIsuits which
must be followed. Our strength. of course, lies in the very absence of
commercial rivalry between counta-Les; There is no real obstacle to our working
together and sharing results as soon as they are produced.
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During recent years there has been a growing interchange of information on
fire research at regular international.meetings. It is difticult to escape the
feeling that the time is now ripe to take another step torward internationally
and integrate some areas of our research programmes which aim at uncovering some
of the fundamentals of the subject in which we work •
The work involving the use of models to study tires in a s~ilgle compartment
seems to be a particularly good example for it is one of interest to all
countries and divides readily into a number of easily related progrsmmes of work.
We, in the United Kingdom, would be very ready to join forces with other
Ip.boratca-ies interested in this most important topic. Much of the small-scale
work can be undertaken with modest facilities, and where necessary we should
be prepared to offer acconmodata.on. to workers from other'countries for their
larger-ncale experiments in our own new Models Laboratory.
Fire research has now reached a point at which we must enquire more
closely into it.s fundamental processes and no one country with Hs limited
resources will, by.itself, be able to cover much of the tield of this complex
subject..
Oilly by acting in concert and by making a planned attack on these
problems shall we solve them quickly•
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